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NEWS ALERT
MCI® Technology Presented to Major Companies in
Southeast European Market!
One of our mission in Cortec®
Corporation is to continually
educate new markets on our
technologies and services.
Last week our team was
present in Albania where in
collaboration with Croatian
Embassy in Tirana we have
presented Cortec's world
renown MCI® technology.
Migrating Corrosion Inhibitor
technology
protects
reinforcing metal in concrete
from corrosion, therefore
Albania is an excellent
market because of its high
intensity construction work.

Among numerous companies, our team has presented MCI®
technology to key people in major port authority, Durres.
Durres port is currently in the phase of designing four new port
terminals.

During few days of our visit we have met and talked with more that 10 major Albanian
construction, engineering and ready-mix companies as well as Albanian major port authority,
Durres. Many of the company owners have also invited their partners to be present. Albania is
the country facing countless construction projects as the country’s infrastructure is in high
expansion period.
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Cortec® and EcoCortec® teamed up with Croatian
Embassy in Tirana with the goal to promote its
technology and solutions in South East Europe.

Through Croatian Embassy, Cortec® was
connected with CroTeam - organization
working to connect Croatian and
Albanian companies. Their director,
Adem Zenuni has welcomed us and
introduced us to key people and
decision makers from the industry.
Everyone from state owned to private
companies has expressed interest in
MCI® technology that is yet quite
unknown in this part of the world.
Another benefit for placing our products
on this market is connection of Albanian
market with Macedonia and Kosovo.
Almost all companies that we have
talked to work in all three markets.

One of the plans for the future is to
organize a
session of educational
workshops for potentials clients to teach
them about technology and different
applications. This was suggested from
company leaders as an educational tool for
engineers. We have also discussed entering
few current projects such as construction
of 4 new port terminals, green corridor
highway, (Albanian part) from Tirana to
Montenegro border as well hotel buildings.
We are happy to say that collaboration
with Croatian Embassy was very successful
and might be a great model of cooperation in other countries as well.
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